1 Abstract-A dual-particle imager with sensitivity to both neutrons and photons has been developed for the detection of special nuclear material. This system has the capability to provide spectral information on detected sources that is useful for safeguard applications. In nuclear facilities with high photon background rates, neutron detection can aid in identification and verification capabilities. The dual-particle imager creates a reconstructed neutron spectrum by correlating neutron counts in pairs of liquid scintillators. The reconstructed spectrum, a combination of energy deposited and time-of-flight, contains resolution effects that blur the true, emitted source-spectrum. To reduce the impact of resolution effects, the reconstructed spectrum can be unfolded to create an estimated source spectrum. A statistical technique, maximum-likelihood expectation-maximization, has been shown to produce an unfolded result for Cf-252 and Am-Be. This technique requires a system response-matrix that contains reconstructed spectra for single neutron energies. Since measuring mono-energetic neutrons is difficult, the system-response-matrix is simulated. Monte Carlo modeling with MCNPX-PoliMi has been show to produce an accurate system response. This work expands on previous neutron unfolding results by showing results for mixedoxide fuel and plutonium metal measured with the dual-particle imager. These results also demonstrate the ability of the dualparticle imager to discrimination between spontaneous fission neutrons and ( ,n) reaction neutrons.
I. INTRODUCTION
neutron scatter camera can use pulse-height and time-offlight data obtained from source imaging to reconstruct the energy of incident particles. However, intrinsic limitations, such as interaction position in the detector and timing differences between individual PMTs, cause the measured time differences to have associated uncertainty. This uncertainty blurs the reconstructed spectrum. For applications such as source identification or enrichment calculation, this is A. Tomanin and P. Peerani are with the Joint Research Centre, Ispra. Italy (e-mail: paolo.peerani@jrc.ec.europa.eu). problematic because energy information is lost. To better estimate the neutron energy spectrum emitted from the source, the statistical technique, maximum-likelihood expectationmaximization (MLEM), can be applied to unfold the reconstructed spectrum.
A dual-particle imager (DPI), which is being developed for the detection of special nuclear material, is used to measure source spectra [1] [2] [3] . This study will focus on the neutron detection capabilities of the system. The neutron spectrum provided by the DPI allows for a wide range of nuclear safeguard applications. Measurements of mixed-oxide nuclear fuel (MOX) and plutonium metal were performed to expand on previous work that shows unfolding of Cf-252 and Am-Be [4] . The ability of neutron unfolding to better characterize the neutron spectra of MOX and plutonium metal will demonstrate the usefulness of the DPI for nuclear safeguards.
II. METHODS
This work will investigate three methods for producing an estimated source spectrum from measurements with the DPI. The reconstructed spectrum, efficiency-adjusted spectrum and MLEM unfolded-spectrum will be compared to the theoretical emitted-spectrum from the source. The true emitted-spectra for the measured sources, MOX and plutonium metal, were found using the spontaneous fission and ( ,n) reaction neutron sources in MCNPX-PoliMi [5] .
A. Measurements
Measurements were performed at the Joint Research Centre in Ispra, Italy. A MOX fuel canister was located 250 cm from the center of the DPI at a horizontal offset of 22.5° from the center of the system field-of-view. The 1,150 g sample emitted approximately 93,000 neutrons per second. The isotopic composition of the fuel is given in Table I .
Three plutonium metal samples were measured at 83 cm from the center of the system. The samples were equally spaced in a horizontal line spanning 36 cm. Five centimeter thick lead bricks were used to shield the samples to improve the neutron-to-photon ratio. The isotopic composition of each sample is given in Table II . Sample numbers one, two, and three each emitted 580, 860, and 1,640 neutrons per second respectively. The mass of each sample was not available. 
B. Simulations
The DPI is simulated using MCNPX-Pol processed using MPPost [6] . The post-pro collision data file produced by MCNPX-Pol detector response for the liquid scintilla processor accounts for intrinsic sources of cause resolution effects in the detected ener particle. These effects include pulse c conversion to light output, light resolution, e and time resolution.
MCNPX-PoliMi was also used to obtain spectrum from the MOX and plutonium m contains pre-defined source terms for sponta plutonium isotopes and the ( ,n) reaction i americium.
C. Reconstructed Spectrum
The reconstructed spectrum is created b energy deposited in the first detector w calculated from the time-of-flight between the detector for each correlated neutron event.
D. Efficiency-adjusted Spectrum
To create the efficiency-adjusted reconstructed spectrum is divided by the dependent total system efficiency. The total s is found at each energy by simulating the system to a mono-energetic neutron source 
E. MLEM unfolded-spectrum
The MLEM unfolded-spectrum u statistical technique, MLEM, wi response-matrix to obtain the best source spectrum [7] . The system expanded version of the relative, to matrix, shown in Fig. 1 , is populat spectrum for each mono-energetic n The estimated source spectra methods showed the best agreemen spectra between 2.5 and 6 MeV. T this range to give a direct comp methods for estimating a source spe normalized by its integral and the re each energy to compare the featu emitted spectra.
A. Reconstructed Spectra
The reconstructed spectra for t metal are compared to the emitted and Fig. 3 respectively. The residua in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. Th reconstructed spectra vary by up spectrum. The large fluctuations se due to a lower number of counts tha
B. Efficiency-adjusted Spectra
The efficiency-adjusted spectra fo metal are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 emitted source spectra. The residua Fig. 9 and are compared with reconstructed spectrum. This meth the high energies compared to th however, differences of up to 40% a h 10 MeV with 0.1 MeV uses the well-characterized, ith a predefined system t estimate of the emitted m response-matrix is an otal system-efficiency. The ted with the reconstructed neutron simulation.
rix for mono-energetic neutrons. ucted spectrum for each monohe MLEM algorithm.
DISCUSSION
produced by the given nt with the emitted source The results are shown over parison between the three ectrum. Each spectrum was esiduals were calculated at ures of the estimated and the MOX and plutonium source spectrum in Fig. 2 als for each case are shown he residuals show that both to 80% from the emitted een at higher energies are n at lower energies.
or the MOX and plutonium . They are compared to the ls are shown in Fig. 8 and h the residuals for the hod offers improvement at e reconstructed spectrum; and 50% are still seen. Fig. 2 . Comparison between the reconstructed spectrum and emitted source spectrum for the MOX fuel canister. The reconstructed spectrum underestimates the emitted spectrum at low energies and overestimates at high energies. Fig. 3 . Comparison between the reconstructed spectrum and emitted source spectrum for the plutonium metal samples. Good agreement is shown at low energies but the reconstructed spectrum overestimates the emitted spectrum at high energies. Fig. 4 . The residuals for the MOX fuel emitted-spectrum compared to the reconstructed spectrum. The agreement at low energies is within 10% to 20% but reaches larger values such as 80% at high energies. Fig. 5 . The residuals for the plutonium metal emitted-spectrum compared to the reconstructed spectrum. The agreement at low energies is within 20% to 30% but reaches larger values such as 80% at high energies. Fig. 6 . Comparison between the efficiency-adjusted spectrum and emitted source spectrum for the MOX fuel canister. The efficiency-adjusted spectrum has an overestimate at the lowest energies but more closely follows the emitted spectrum at higher energies. Fig. 7 . Comparison between the efficiency-adjusted spectrum and emitted source spectrum for the plutonium metal samples. The efficiency-adjusted spectrum follows the trend of the emitted spectrum but shows a large amount of variance at high energies. Fig. 8 . The residuals for the MOX-fuel, efficiency-adjusted spectrum compared to the reconstructed spectrum residuals. The efficiency-adjusted spectrum lowers the magnitude of differences along the spectrum compared to the reconstructed spectrum, but differences up to 40% are still seen. Fig. 9 . The residuals for the plutonium metal, efficiency-adjusted spectrum compared to the reconstructed spectrum residuals. The efficiencyadjusted spectrum lowers the magnitude of differences along the spectrum compared to the reconstructed spectrum, but differences up to 50% are still seen.
C. MLEM Unfolded Spectra
Three iterations of the MLEM algorithm produced the best agreement between the unfolded spectrum and the emitted source spectrum. Comparisons between the unfolded spectrum and emitted source spectrum are shown for the MOX fuel and plutonium metal in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 . The residuals are given in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 . The MLEM unfolded spectra produced the best agreement with the emitted source spectra. In both cases the unfolded spectra is within 10% to 15% of the emitted source spectrum. Fig. 10 . Comparison between the MLEM unfolded-spectrum and emitted source spectrum for the MOX fuel. The MLEM unfolded-spectrum shows good agreement with the emitted source spectrum. Fig. 11 . Comparison between the MLEM unfolded-spectrum and emitted source spectrum for the plutonium metal samples. The MLEM unfoldedspectrum shows a bias toward a higher number of counts at high energies than the emitted spectrum. Fig. 12 . The residuals for the MOX fuel, MLEM unfolded-spectrum compared to the efficiency-adjusted spectrum. The MLEM unfolded-spectrum provides a more stable solution and varies from the emitted spectrum by less than 20% at each energy. Fig. 13 . The residuals for the plutonium metal, MLEM unfolded-spectrum compared to the efficiency-adjusted spectrum. The MLEM unfolded-spectrum provides a more stable solution and varies from the emitted spectrum by less than 20% over the majority of the energy range.
D. Source Discrimination
The MLEM unfolded-spectra have less variance than either the reconstructed spectra or the efficiency-adjusted spectra. These estimates provide a better means for discrimination between two sources with different spectral features. The emitted MOX fuel spectrum differs from the plutonium metal due to the contribution of ( ,n) reaction neutrons. The total contribution of ( ,n) reaction neutrons in the MOX fuel is 34%, with the remainder being from spontaneous fission. The neutrons from the plutonium metal samples are all from spontaneous fission events. This contribution, of lower energy ( ,n) neutrons in the MOX fuel, causes the emitted spectrum to have a larger fraction of neutrons between 2.5 and 4 MeV than the emitted, plutonium metal spectrum. Fig. 14 shows the normalized reconstructed spectra for the MOX fuel and plutonium metal samples. Fig. 15 shows the normalized MLEM unfolded-spectra for both sources. The MLEM unfolded-spectra show a larger distinction between the two different source types. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This study showed that the estimated source spectra obtained with MLEM unfolding agreed better with the emitted spectra than the reconstructed or efficiency-adjusted spectra. The unfolded-spectra were within 20% of the emitted spectra over the majority of the energy range while the reconstructed spectra varied by up to 80% and the efficiency-adjusted spectra varied by up to 50%. This method provides a better means for discrimination between a pure spontaneous fission source (plutonium metal) and a mixed, spontaneous fission and ( ,n) reaction, source (MOX fuel) than using the reconstructed spectra or efficiency-adjusted spectra.
